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ABSTRACT
In purpose of this three-year research project, begun in the summer of-

1967, is to provide information on-tbc manpower requirementa of the library and
inforEation profesiions in order to 141.,ist in the solution of problems relating. to

the selection, recruitment, training, and utilization of personnel in these
changing fields. This report on the first phase covers projeat history, current
status of major investigations, advisory board activities, roles of sponsoring
agencies, and disseminaiion activities. The research program is interdisciplinary
and emphasizes changing'requirements of the fields. Research projects desciibed:
are: (1) "Education, Creers, and Professionalism in Library and InformatiOn:
Science," (2) "The Librariaies Role in a Changing Organization," (3) "Leadership
for Change," (4) "Image and Staills of the Library aad Information Service Field,"
(5) "Personality and Ability Pattern): of Librarians and Information Service_Worker
Related to Work Roles and Wofk Settings,' ald (6) -"Toward a Policy for Manpower
Development in the Information Professions," Ptcfassional activities of the
principal investigatOrs are summarized, and plans for the second phase are .

discussed. Appended are issues nuMbers one and two of the project newsletter, wit
an annotated bibliography of 34 items on library manpower research and surveg*
included in the firSi issue and an annotated bibliography of 137 Items on
rofessions and professionalism included in the second issue. (JB)
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I. INTRODUCTION

Backstround

In April of 1966, a group of librarians, social scientists,
and information specialists met at the University of Maryland
School of Lfbrary and Information Services to deliberate the range
of fundamental issues concerting manpower requirements and
utilization facing the library and information fields in all the
settings in which information service is conducted. The conference
(held with financial support from the U.S. Labor Department's
Office of MAnpower, Automation; and Training) was the first phase
of a plan to develop a research blueprint for a full-scale assault
on the problems. The ideas engendered during this research
planning meeting formed the basis for the statement-prepared in
September, 1966.* Subsequently, and follawing considerable dis-
cussion, review and exchange of ideas with members of the research
and educational communities, a final plan was designed as a broad-
scale and comprehensive research program addressed to these
problems. This project has had from its inception the endorsement
of the Council of National Library Associations.

The project was designed as a three-year research program.
In July, 1967, funding was received for the first 18 months of the
program from three agencies, the Office of Education, the National
Science Foundation and the National Library of MMicine. The

project is now moving into its second and final phase.

Nature of the Probler&-the Nanoowq,r Situation

The library and information fields are very rightly con-
cerned with their manpower problems for, at present, to say
nothing of the future, at every level and in every type of library
and information agency there appear to be insufficient numbers of
people competent to perform the tasks required. While present
shortages appear grave, perhaps more importantly, the th,ln stream
of creative and enterprising individuals entering the ranks falls
short of what will be needed to influence change, to foster inno-
V*Zion in existing syattms, or to fashion new alternatives.

Manpower authorities point out the sobering fact that
librarianship is not only faced with a serious limit on the number
of potential new entrants to the field, but is competing with many
other professions which, faced by the same problems, are mounting.

*
Paul Wasserman and Mary Lee Bundy,

Library and Informatioji
. into Fundamental Problems (College Perk. University of Maryland

School of Library iirWormation Services, September, 1966).
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major research programs and promotional campaigns designed to
attract recruits to their ranks. The competition for the talented
people entering one or another of the professions will become
increasingly intense. Furthermore, studies show that the public

image of the profession is not changed overnight. In the last
thirty years there has been little change in the relative occupa-
tional status of the various professions.

In a period of seeming intense shortage, manpower authori-
ties also warn that there is a tendency for groups to seek
temporary relief through expedient short-term solutions. Adminis-

trators are more concerned with putting a man on the job tomorrow
than with answering the more fundamental question of what persons--
for what purpose and with what training--will be needed to foster
and encourage and support the further development of the field.
While not minimizing the very pressing problems of the moment, it
seems clear that a profession--if it is to make progress--must
also concentrate energies upon deriving the insights needed to

resolve longer range manpower requirements.

The manpower situation in librarianship is particularly
complicated by the state of change of the field. The introduction

of the computer in libraries, larger unit formation, the trend
toward national information systems--these and other developinnts
offer exciting promise, but also obscure the clarity of the field's

manpower requirements. The situation is further confused by the
number of new information groups and specialists who have come
into the picture in the last decade. While providing much of the

impetus for development, they have changed the terms in such away
that there is greater competition for control of the information
function in society than at any time in the past.

In contrast with other professions which are undergoing
more gradual metamorphosis, and which are not compelled to compete

for the survival of their traditional roles, there is less stabili-

ty for those engaged in the library and information arts than for

their counterparts, for example in law or teaching or journalism.

Librarianship does not naw have an adequate basis for predicting
with any degree of precisions.where, haw many, at what level of

sophistication, and for what particular purposes personnel will be

required. The psychological orientation, the academic background,
and the educational content needed to fit individuals for careers

in library and information service in the 1970's is veiled by

uncertainties, doubt and confusion. In recruitment and selection,

the field may well be perpetuating a self-image at the time when

that image and the realities of practice require dramatic change

and present educational programs may in effect be training for

yesterday's libraries.



Program Obiectives

The foregoing sketch of the manpower situation identifies
the rationale of the research program. The manpower problem in
essence is conceived to be the need to improve understanding of

what is requisite in the selection, recruitment, training and
utilization of personnel in this rapidly shifting field. The

purpose of the research is to provide evidence and insights needed
to develop informed policy judgments about these issues, so as to
contribute ultimately to a more orderly and systematic future
development of information service.
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II. PROGRAM REVIEWPHASE I

Project History

The first three months of the projeCt, the period July
through September, 1967, might be characterized as the establish-
ment phase of the program. After several months of negotiation
with sponsoring agencies, notification that the project was funded
was received late in June. At that point staff were engaged at
Maryland, the Manpower Information Office set in motion with the
hiring of a director and details of financial and accounting
arrangements for handling the various projects worked out.

In addition to getting the program quickly established at
Maryland, the principal investigators and the board, together with
representatives of the sponsoring agencies, were convened for an
initial meeting on August 1346, 1967. So that the studies could
proceed concurrently, a vigorous effort was also made to secure
investigators for those studies without them--the educational study
which at ,the time of funding had no investigator designated, and
the economic and sociological studies. (The two investigators who
had originally agreed to participate in these latter studies had
withdrawn and it was necessary to seek replacements.) These efforts

wtre successful and at the end of this first quarterly period, all
the iuvestigations were in the hands of qualified researchers.

In the original proposal each study had been broadly out-

lined. But, except for the executive study of Drs. Wasserman and
Bundy, final study designs had not been fully formulated. This

activity comprised the major effort of the investigators in the
months immediately follawing. Proceeding at a varying pace, each
investigator reviewed the literature, conducted preliminary inter-
viewing and set to work designing-his instruments and his samples.
During this period, it was also necessary to identify the necessary
supporting staff for each of the studies.

Maryland personnel assisted the investigators in these
efforts in a number of ways. Regular meetings were held with the

investigators located in the immediate area. The Manpower Research
Information Office provided valuable information support to the

investigators. Additionally each investigator separately visited
the Maryland campus to confer with Dr. Wasserman and Dr. Bundy on
their study design. Two meetings were also held with the investi-
gators as a group--one in November, 1967, and one in March, 1968.
At these meetings the investigators reviewed and critiqued each
others' studies and discussed possibilities of cooperation among
the study efforts.

vurIng mils period the Manpower Research Information Office

also issued the first manpower Newsletter; a review and round-up

4



of manpower research in librarianship. It was during this period
that Dr. Louis Ferman, who was to have conducted the environmental
study, found he could not keep pace with the project and was dis-
engaged.

In March, 1968, following the meeting of the principal
investigators, the program underwent a thorough review and evalu-
ation by the directors, in concert with the sponsoring agencies andwith the advice and counsel of the Advisory Board. BY that timeseveral of the projects were well underway. Dr. Pre Sthus' study
had passed the design stage; his major instrument had been pretested
and arrangements and scheduling completed with 16 libraries in. ,

thiee major metropolitan areas. pr. Segal had completed his study
design including the selection of his test instruments and his
personal interview had been prepaved and his sample method generally
worked out. Dr. White had designed Pnd pretested his student
questionnaire preparatory to ,diétributing it beicite the academic
year end._ Because of overall project activities, the executive
study of Drs. Wasserman and Bundy had_not proceeded accOrding to
schedule. This, was not a major handicap sinoe their study ,design
had been completed earlier. They had by this time completed_.an
interview schedule for initial interviews with, library administra-
tors kior, to the,.design of their final ;instrument.

The remaining studies had,. _htwever, eAcountered,sciMe,..
difficulties in design. Based upon recOumiendations of the' Advisory
Board,. Dr. graniclin_Kilpatrick, senior, inVestigator in lie- tudy,
Ima e of . the..Federal,Service, wa s.. iny#4 to ziye
regction_ to. Dr:, Walters-' Study kepign. Following ar faVorable .

review bsr..):0.1±.., 141patrick: and., a_ numiio_-of reCOmmendations tO improve
thesxioy, pr,,_Wa./te,# modified his _design ãñd instrdthent.to, take
these reCorMnehdationS :into account. Dr. _,Bolino,'s xesearch design/._ .

,was.:similarly *Omitted to...an, giits-,ide.,_expertipr.)10.04 Fe'in
troolcingk j-.40.t4ti.oix, t:and. 'author, of The, -boa tor__ 'Short.Age. F011Owing
a goyorktle.-xeylow thIs stu4y,was,a1W,COnfiniied-17iWthe.,expec-
taO.Pr that this 4441,y4_14qtild 1?s 0:4.00-gcr
At thl.s tim it wa deOideci,not:tO.,"lock
reilaceij,r,,_ Ferman on *he- environmentat: 0:04y: 0.44 00 -0004,--t§g*4i
study, whose design had Ai* isii,c0.-ga on go-boo.c,,
This study ioO was not reiliCed.

,The fitiotiettriderriatiein bff, , r.
func09A,4i1r1,4 the bggirining PaPnth- 'of tb,e 00J0t,, )3,4t Oig
orieri,a1 gari.Olaige :pat* of, its effort:Was conceiVed4S .'0UPPle=
mertt4rt-*1!_41:113P9.#0,P *-9 the w9* 4414iii4,44 reident
mopower; 00004 t., i30auSe _plans for:*, residtitl eConoa-4:,,h44
failed to materialiie, the need foi the 'bake wee mitigated; Ai
a consequence,, when the office director resign,4,:l7i, wak:4004 to
curtail., the : .aCtiiii:40---0,f-:.thei:Ofkice -t'o vitat-c-pul**4;40,4340.104
by g041*te-.1,1.040t,40.#,
WaSseM,P,A,414 tundy. :The res.e4r:Fli..,PPgraA
somewhat reduced basis consistent with ihe-realitieS of tiMe and-
funding.



Current Status of the Investigations

The project as it moves into its second phase naw includes

five major studies:. The current status of each project at the end

of Phase I is as follows:

Education; Careers and Professionalization in Library and
Information Science (Dr. Rodney White). Data from the preliminary

survey of 14 library schools conducted last Nay is naw being pro-

cessed (760 student questionnaires). Interviews have been
conducted with faculty, students and directors at 12 library
schools. The student questionnaire is being revised for use in the
second "wave" and the design of the faculty questionnaire is nearing
completion.

Librarian's Role in a Changing Organization (Dr. Robert
Presthas). Data from questionnaires administered earlier in Atlanta

is now being processed. Interviewing in the Boston area is com-
pleted (about 300 questionnaires) and some 200 questionnaires have

been completed in the Toronto area. Interviewing in the San

Francisco area took place in December. The design of the instrument

for the second aspect of the stud); which deals with technological

status and innovation in libraries of varying kinds is in process.

The sample for this portion has been designed.(This ulll be a mail

questionnaire distr;,buted on a national basis.)

Leadership for Change (Drs. Wasserman'and Bundy). The

questionnaires to be distributed to a sample of library administra-

tors have been designed. The academic and public library portions

are in the pretest stage. The questionnaire is undergoing some
modification as a result of returns from the first pretest, while

the design of the questionnaire adapted to school apd special

library and information center administrators is underway. Planning

for coding and processing of the questionnaire returns has been

completed and the staff trained to handle the returns as received.

Final decisions on the sample design are in process based in part

on pretest results and the sample for each of the universes will

shortly be drawn. Concurrently, "change influentials" are being

interviewed and the study of two case situations is underway.

Ima e and Status of the Librar and Information Service

Field (Dr. J. Hart Walters, Jr.). Data from the mail survey of

1,000 persons employed as professionals in the field is now being

coded and keypunched in preparation for computer analysis. All of

the scheduled group depth interviews have been completed, the tapes

are being studied and the interviews are shortly to be abstracted.

Personality and AbiliLy Patterns of Librarians and Infor-

mation Service Workers Related to Work Roles and Work Settin s

(Dr. Stanley J. Segal). Research clearance of instruments to be

used in the study has made it possible to develop arrangements with
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field coordinators. Field coordinators in Buffalo, Detroit, and
Boston are naw in contact wdth library personnel and are beginning
to select the samples and recruit interviewers. Data collection

in these three areas began December 15.

The Advisory Board

In order to ensure the greatest possible effectiveness of

the research program at the project's inception, a carefully
selected advisory board was formed, composed of distinguished
individuals drawn from scholarship, administration, science, edu-
cation, medicine, publishing, public affairs as well as from the

leadership ranks of librarianship and information science. (See

page 16 for a listing of board members.)

The board has to date met three times. In August, 1967,

they first were introduced to the principal investigators and were

apprised of study plans. At the meeting of March, 1968, the board

heard reports of progress on each study and conferred with the

directors of the project on the management and progress of the

program. At that time and subsequently, they provided valuable

counsel and assistance. The board met for the third time with the
investigators as the guests of McGraw-Hill Book Company in New

Ybrk City in December, 1968, at which time they again reviewed the

program and discussed its future directions. In the interim,

between meetings, the board has been kept informed of developments

and their advice has been sought via correspondence, telephone

contacts, personal meetings and by the routing of reports and other

documentary data emanating from the project.

As the project moves into its second and final phase, the

board iS expected to serve all the more--as a sounding body for

fettieW of study findings and in aiding the research team and the

Pfojaot directors to ensure the most widespread dissemination of

the itudy results among all those elements in the national community

0ohoorned with the caliber of work and the caliber of personnel in

the field of librarianship and information science.

Other Relationshi s

The role of the representatives of the three sponsoring

agencies has also been a critical one as the program developed.

Assistance in aiding the progress of the' program is due to these

representatives--Henry Tovey and Albert Lefebvre of the .National

Science Foundation, Kurt Cylke of the Office of Education, and

Herbert Fockler of the National Library of Medicine. Not only

have they participated actively in the deliberations of the inves-

tigators and of fhe board, but the directors are also indebted to

them for the amount of work they know to be involved in the behind-

7



the-scenes efforts relating to clearance, funding and contract
negotiations within the sponsoring agencies for such a comprehen-
sive and complicated research program. The generally cordial
relationships which have developed with these agencies have been a
salutary by-product of the research program.

The entire researdh effort is indebted also to the many
librarians and administrators who are cooperating with the study
by participating in personal and group interviews or filling out
what are quite lengthy questionnaires. Each investigator has re-
ported a high degree of-willingness to cooperate with the study and
an interest in its outcome among respondents. The success of the
study will in great measure be due to the librarians and adminis-
trators who are cooperating with the researdh team by serving as
participants.

Dissemination Activities

The project has yet to report any of its findings except
for one article by Dr. Bolino on his initial investigation.
Entitled "Trends in Library Manpower", this appeared in the
November, 1968 issue of Wilson Library Bulletin. The final report
of Dr. Bolino's study is scheduled for completion in January, 1969.

Two issues of fhe Manpower Research Project Newsletter have
appeared (see copies included in the appendix), and a third is naw
in preparation. In addition, Drs. Wasserman and Bundy prepared a
progress report on the program which appeared in the April I, 1968
issue of Library Journal ("Mhryland's Manpower Project: A Progress
Report"). These, in addition to the initial news releases, com-
prise the published reports emanating tO date from this project.

Reports and informaMon regarang tlis program have also
been disseminated throu. answers to written inquiries and confer-
ences with visitors. In addition, every opportunity has been taken
to report to professional groups regarding the program. These
activities during Phase I include the following:

Report of the project by Paul Wasserman at the
University of Kentucky Library School Colloquium
series on April 19, 1968.

Report of the project by Paul Wasserman at a meeting
of the Upper New York State Chapter of the American
Society for Information Science and the Western New
York Chapter of the Special Libraries Association,
May 4, 1968.

Talk on manpower problems in academic librarianship
related to fhe manpawer project given by Paul

8



Wasserman to a group of academic librarians from
Missouri and Kansas at a meeting on May 9, spon-
sored by the Kansas City Council on Higher
Education.

Participation by Paul Wasserman in a researdh
planning conference at the University of Southern
Texas Medical School, May 27, 1968.

Report of manpower research by Paul Wasserman at
the annual meeting of the Special Libraries Asso-
ciation in Los Angeles, August 3-9, 1968, to a
combined meeting of the Business, Finance and
Transportation Divisions. ( Dr. White also par-
ticipated in this session.)

Report of the manpawer project by Paul Wasserman
and Mary Lee Bundy to participants in the School's
Library Administrators Development Program,
August, 1968.

Speech on library manpower with particular reference
to the manpower research project by Paul Wasserman
at the annual meeting of the Pennsylvania Library
Association, October 10, 1968.

Keynote speech on management and manpower for the
1970's by Paul Wimerman given to the Southwestern
Library Association in Tulsa on October 17, 1968
(to appear in Au_sigglin)

9
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III. THE RESEARCH PROGRAM

Major quiracteristics of the Program

As an inter-disciplinary research project, the study
enlists the efforts of scholars from various disciplines, including
psychology, soci-Jlogy administration and librarianship. While
each research study ia a discrete effort, in sum the several studies
will contribute to the identification of manpower requirements,
perceiving the educational needs which attend them, and calculating
the characteristics and perspectives of those who are and will be
engaged in the field. While the research is of the fundamental
type, it is oriented toward practical and utilizable consequences.
Falling within the scope of the inquiry are those working in
libraries in every setting - schools, colleges and-universities,
medical science, government, industrial and public libraries, as
well as personnel working in more specialized and less conventional
information centers.

3112_EmEhallsoChange Even though it was envisioned from
the outset, as each study has been drawn more clearly into focus,
the emphasis upcn change has become more central. Each scholar has
become more committed to identifying the insights needed for the
field to further adapt to neet the changing requirements of the
field. This is not, then, a study of the status quo of librarian-

ship. Rather, it seeks to further the capacity of the field to
adapt and to move forward. As the statement of "Individual Projects"
shows, this is being accomplished in a number of waysby designing
samples so that traditional and innovative libraries and information
organizations can be contrasted and compared; by attempting to
understand the change administrator as distinguished from the non-
change administrator; by identifying personality characteristics
associated with choice of a career in innovating organizations in
the field; and by studying professional education in terms of its
contribution to the shifting requirements of practice.

The Individual Projects

Education Careers and Professionalization in Library and
Information Science (Principal Investigator: Rodney White). This

study is designed to analyze the ways in which the educational
programs in this field are coping with the implicit demands made

upon them by new developments in the field. It is striving to

identify characteristics of those programs which appear to be most
successful in equipping students for the demands expected to be

placed upon them in practice in the future. Among the areas being

investigated are occupational choice, career orientations and
occupational role, in particular professional aspects of the role.
The socialization process, that is, the part played by the schools in

10
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acculturating students to the professic and its norms prior to

entry into practice, is also being studf .d.

The universe of the study is th: ccred--ed schools of

librarianship in the United States and %. Ia. fr.:t-4 schools which

are comparable but have not yet received accliital nand a few
institutions other than library schools prepariag in( tviduals for

careers in information sciences, such as the Georgia Institute of

Technology, will be included for comparison purposes. An estimated

20-30 schools will be visited and interviews conducted with faculty

members and students. Other related aspects of their programs will

also be examined. All schools will receive the student and faculty

questionnaires, whether or not they are visited. In order to gain

further per3pective upon the relation of education to the field, a

number of conferences and professional meetings are being attended

by the investigators.

.The Librarian's Role in a Changing Organization (Principal

Investigator: Robert Presthus). This study is an effort to iden-.

tify the structural and behavioral characteristics aisociated:with

organizational innovation in libraries and information agencies.

Anong the key aspects being examined are: work group relations,

professionalizatioa, and authority structure.

The unit of analysis in fhis study is the individual library.

The broad eniiironment is being . held constant by donfining the "cases"

by metropolitan area - those,selected are Atlanta, Toronto, Boston,

AmA,San Francisco. Within these .areas, two.or three cases from

each type of library have been selected for intensive analysis

.(university, sctool, public, and..spidial libraries amd newer

information agencies).. Within these categories,.units are selected

to represent "traditional" or "innolomtive" types. .

The method emploYed is questionnaires.and structured inter-

viewSadministered in person:by the,pncipal investigator or his

associate to.a.random.sample of approximately 10-12,percent of the

professional and'clerical staff of each library in the-study. The

information obtained by this approach is being supplemented and

extended in the second phase-of fhe project by an_examination of the

rate and process of adoption of new technology in libraries.

Leadership for Change (Principal Ipvestigators: Paul

Wasserman and Mary Lee Bundy). The main focus of this study is the

executive class in libraries and information cente;s. The major

purpose is to-identify characteristics associated with change pro-

pensity and behavior. The information copacted regarding fhe

characteristics and behavior of library administrators will also

rermit comparison with executives in other fields. Situational as

well as personal data is being obtained; a key aspect is the atti-

tude of administrators in this field on a range of change-related

issues.
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The major data collecting for this study is being accom-
plished through an extensive mail questionnaire, being distributed
to a sample of administrators in each major library setting--aca-
demic, school, public and special libraries and information centers.
Responses are to be compared by type of library and observations
drawn on the way in which shifts in administrative patterns and
style are an influence. Hypotheses will be tested and conclusions
draw regarding the determinants of change attitudes.

A closer examination of library administrators is also
being effected through a more intensive examination of a number of
case situations. In these analyses, interviews are being held, not
only with the administrator, but also with those with whom he
relates in his capacity as administrator. A critical aspect
emerging from the ivvestigation is the attitude of those who support
and control library services. Some attention will be given to the
preparedness of this group to supply resources and to be supportive
of desirable change. A second aspect of the study involves what
are being termed "change influentials", people who by virtue of
their leadership position in important national associations, edu-
cational or governmental settings will also influence the trend and
direction of the field. They-are being reached by fairly lengthy,
relatively unstructured personal interviews.

Image and Status of the Library and Information Service
Field (principal Investigator: J. Hart Walters, Jr.). This study
is concerned with the problem of attracting and retaining personnel
in the library and information servicesprofession, particularly the
extent to which factors of image and status are a crucial part of
this problem. The.objective of the project is to understand better
the "attractiveness" of the occupation and the view of the field as
perceived by those functioning in it. Information about job atti-
tudes, expectations from the job, and satisfactions received from
the job, is being gathered. It is hypothesized that image and
status perceptions will be correlated with such situational vari-
ables as type of institution and level and nature of individual re-
sponsibility.

In addition to the analysis of professionals in the field,
the following groups of people will also.be studied in order to
gain better understanding of image and status relative to recruit-
ment, education and "drop out" from the field:

(1) Individuals; profeasionAlly trained, who have
been employed-as profeisionals in the field,
but who have left the field in the last five
years for employment in non-library jobs or
in other capacities connected with the library
and information services field,



(2) Students in programs of professional education
for the library and information services field;
and

(3) Persons who constitute likely "potentials" for
recruitment into the field.

The study methodology includes questionnaires administered
to a large sample of persons in practice; group-depth interviews
with persons in selected institutions; and in-depth interviews with
persons who have left the field. Data will also be collected
through questionnaires from students in library schools and students
in other professional schools offering terminal Mhster's degrees.

Personality and Ability Patte ns of Librarians a d I
mation Service Workers related to Work Roles and Work Settings
(Principal Investigator: Stanley J. Segal). This is an effort to
determine and explain personality characteristics and ability
patterns of library and information service workers. The assumption
underlying the design of the study is that.career choice represents
an effort to find a working environment compatible with personality

needs and ability patterns. The hypothesis is that librarians
possess characteristics which distinguish them from other occupa-
tional groups, but also that there.are differences within the-

field. Comparison will therefore be made by type of library setting
(public, school, academic, and special library and information
centers), and by type of work - reference, circulation and cata-
loging and acquisitions.

Data for this study is being collected through psychological
tests supplemented by some interview questions. The sample method

consists of sampling ten metropolitan areas such as Boston, Detroit,
Buffalo, and Los Angeles via random selection of subjects from
appropriate library institutions. In some metropolitan areas,
categorical lists of persons serving in libraries in the entire
area will be available. In other areas, a sample of libraries will
be selected from which lists of employees will be obtained and

randomly sampled. The control groups for the study are to be
journalists, editors, and another occupational group requiring a
Master's degree for practice that differs from librariauship in its

work demands.

Taward a Polsicy.for Manpower Development inthe Information
Professions (by Paul Wasserman and Mary Lee Bund)i). This inquiry

will be concluded with the preparation of this general final report.

This concluding effort will synthesize and correlate the findings
of the several studies, set them in broad context and generalize

the data, and from them, formulate an overall series of interpre-

tations and recommendations. The report will provide a critical

and evaluative review, project the conditions likely to prevail in

the future, and characterize the public and professional policies

13



needed to set the stage appropriately for such developments. This
analysis is expected to provide a thorough-going appraisal of the
social, political, organizational and human conditions needed in
order for the field of library and information services to achieve
its fullest potential during the decade ahead.

14



IV. Pltuu4

The Principal Investigators

Dr. Paul Wasserman is Dean and Professor in the School of
Library and Information Services, University of Maryland, and is
devoting twenty-five percent of his time to the-project, serving
as Project Director and Co-investigator on the executive study.
In the last six months, Dr. Wasserman will devote full-time to the
preparation of the final summary report. Bis scholarly competence
lies in economics and public administration, as well as librarian-
ship.

Dr. Mary Lee Bundy is Professor in the School of Library
and Information Services, University of Maryland, and is devoting
fifty percent of her time to the project as its Associate Director
and as Co-investigator on the executive study. In the last six
months, Dr. Bundy will devote full-time with Dr. Wasserman to the
synthesis of the study findings and the preparation of the final
summary report of the study. Dr. Bundy's backgraund is in education
and librarianship and her research orientation is fhe behavioral
dimensions of library activity with particular emphasis on social
and political aspects. Also serving as a member of the Maryland
research group is Dr. Edwin Olson of the faculty of the School.

Dr. Robert Presthus is Chairman, Political Science Depart-
ment, York University, Toronto, and is conducting the study, "The
Librarian's Role in a Changing Organization. He is a widely known
political scientist whose contributions have included wrks of a
conceptual order as well as empirical studies. Perhaps best known
for Organizational Society, Prestbus is also co-author of the widely
used text, Public Administration. His community power study, Men
at the TOP, and his work as editor of Administrative Science
Ovarter1V, from 1957 to 1966, have contributed to his scholarly
reputation. Working with Dr. Presthus is Dr. Michael Cohen of the
Political Science Department, University of Georgia.

Dr. Stanley J. Segal who is Professor of Counseling and
Student Development, Bunter College of the City University of New
"York, is conducting the investigation of the personality and ability
patterns of library and information service workers. Dr. Segal is
a psychologist who has taught and practiced as both consultant and
clinical psychologist. Dr. Segal's primary concentration has been
in occupational choice and vocational development. Librarianship
provides a new discipline upon which he brings to bear the metho-
dological orientation earlier applied to law, social work, and
nursing. In this sense, his work will be a comparative analysis
permitting librarianship to be compared and contrasted with these
other professions. Dr. Edwin Kahn, of the Psychology faculty at
Queens College, is Dr. Segal's associate on this project.

15



Dr. Rodney White is Associate Professor of Administration,

Cornell University, Graduate School of Business and Public Adminis-

tration. Dr. Wbite's study is "Education, Careers and Professional-

ization in Library and Information Science". He comes to the

study of librarianship after having looked at the two parallel

fields of nursing and hospital administration. A member of the

faculty of the Graduate School of Business and Public Administration

at Cornell University for the last decade, Dr. White assumes

responsibility for the Hospital Administrators Development Program

there and is associate editor of Administrative Science quarterly.

Dr. J. Hart Waltersults. is Professor of Marketing and

Chairman, Marketing Department, School of Business Administration,

Temple University. Dr. Walters is conducting the study, "Image and

Status of the Library and Information Services Field". Dr. Walters

is trained as an economist and has concentrated a great deal of his

research effort upon consumer research, both of proprietary pro-

ducts and of government services. He has spent extended periods

abroad analyzing economic conditions in developing cultures in

Eastern and European settings. His work in the field of public

attitudes has includei 6tudies of consumer reaction to community

television cable systems, regional airlines, and with Paul Wasserman,

an in-depth motivation research analysis of the public image of the

three public library systems in New York City.

The Advisory Board

The following individuals constitute the Advisory Board for

this program:
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Lester Asheim, Director, Office of Library Education,

American Library Association

Roy W. Dugger, Vice President and Director, James

Connally Technical Institute of Texas A & M University

Sidney R. Galler, Assistant Secretary for Science,

Smfthsonian Institution

Frederick L. Goodman, Associate Professor, 'School
of Education, University of Michigan

William T. Knox, Vice president, McGraw-Hill, Inc.

A. Edward Miller, President, The World Publishing

Company

Jesse H. Shera, Dean, School of Library Science,

Case Western Reserve University



Kelly M. West, M.D., Professor and Chairman,
Department of Continuing Education, The University
of Oklahoma Medical Center

Herbert S. White, Vice President, Leasco Systems

and Research Corporation

Bill 14. Wbods, Executive Director, Engineering

Index, Inc.

17



V. PROGRAM PLANSPHASE II

Scheduling

Each study has its awn time schedule, but in general, the

studies will proceed according to the following general plan:

Period

January 1969-June 1969 Completion of the field
phase of the study; and
accomplishment of the major
portion of the analysis of
data.

July 1959-December 1969 Completion of the data
analysis and preparation
of the final manuscript
reporting study findings.

January 1970-June 1970 Preparation of the final
synthesizing report: by

Drs. Wasserman and Bundy.

It is expected that upon completion of the study, the

directors and other investigators will undertake.to present and

discuss their study findings at association and other professional

meetings. It is anticipated also that a conference will be held at

Maryland where professional leaders, library scholars and public

and academic officials will be drawn together in order to discuss,

review and evaluate the implications of the research findings.

Outcomes

Because the manpower problem was broadly conceived, the

inquiry should in effect give a reading on the information profession

as it now stands along several critical dimensions. The combined

data from the studies will provide substantial evidence regarding

libraries and information centers, the changes taking place in them

and the developmental problems they face. There should be as one

result more concrete information regarding working life in libraries,

in particular knowledge regarding the extent to which working

environments are supportive of library growth and development.

Knowledge about how people in this field perceive thex careers and

what their working satisfactions and dissatisfactions are, and

whether librarianship attracts types of people distinctively

different from other o4:cupations, will be clearer. In particular,

the leadership class will be delineated, not only as to their back-

grounds and careers, but also insofar as their attitudes, commitments,

18



and outlook is associated with change propensity. Whether and in

what ways the educational programs of the field are contributing

to the requisites of tomorrow's libraries, and how they may be so

adapted, will also be identified.

The examinations will not only permit a characterization of

the information field generally, but they have been designed to

permit each type of library--public, school, academic and special,

to better understand its nature. The outcome should be a realistic,

ptobably sobering, review of precisely where the field now stands.

But beyond this, the studies also test hypotheses regarding deter-

minants of change so that insights into the means and the strategies

for advancing the field may be anticipated.

Specifically, the White educational study should give a

range of insights which will help the schools to restructure them-

selves in support of change. The Presthus study of library organi-

zations should suggest organizational innovations best calculated

to facilitate change and may be expected also to lend understanding

regarding the characteristics of personnel related to change. The

Wasserman and Bundy leadership study should give an assessment of

leadership requirements for change and therefore bear upon the

selection, choice and advancement of those in administrative posi7,

tions and upon educational preparation for such roles.

The Walters study, expected to clarify understanding of

occupational attractiveness of the field, will provide evidence

needed for more sophisticated recruitment practices and offer in-

sight as to how to improve the appeal of the occupation for those

engaged in it. The findings of the Segal study regarding personali-

ty and ability patterns of librarians and information service

workers, should yield practical results for the library field--in

assisting individuals in making career choices and in assisting

libraries to make the best match between individuals and work roles.

The policy recommendations which grow from the combined

intelligence of these studies should, then, identify key issues,

provide reliable evidence and suggest directions for the library

schools, professional associations, individual libraries and other

agencies concerned with manpower development in this field.
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This newsletter is the first of a *arias tio be liatisti t177

the Manpouvr Information Office st Maryland. It it deeftned to

disseminate information about those t:evelopments inftgenciin
the manpower scene in librarianship aud information science,

It mill eppear at no set frequency .0 only whlin sufficient tnfor-

nation has been accumulated es a bymprodttt of the study program.

Content vill take several forum - denriptive summaries of work

conducted es part of the Maryland lienpower Research Program;
details of on-going research of other studies in librarianship;

bibliographies and reviews of literature on manpower torics or
sub-topics in librarianehip, as for =ample, studies of library

administrators; Emm*Ties of on-going research or baliogeaphic
reviews of manpower efforts in parallel professions, or upon
topics studied in other fields vhich may provide tnsights for

scholars in library manpower, as'for example, image and status

studiec or economic analyses of comparative professions.

The audience for the newsletter vill be all those, both
within and outside librarianship, vho wish to be informed of

research, developments, and publication efforts, relevant to
the library manpower scene. The newsletter will be an impor-

tant bpsproduct of the work of the Library Manpower Information

Office at Maryland, whose prime intent is to provide information

support to the research group, but %Ala are also expected to

come to serve increasingly as a clearing center for nanpower

intelligence in librarianship&

This newsletter grows cut of the Manpower Research Program
begun in the summer of 1967 at the University of Maryland,
under the auspices of the U. S. Office of &location, the Ilational

Science Foundation, and the National Library of Hadicine. The

objectives and the broad lines of this interdisciplinary inquiry
have been detailed at length in the 15 January 1967 issue of
IngmaggulA During the first sin months of the program,
the general research strategies have been developed and field

work is anticipated to begin in spring of 1968. The overall

study timetable calls for completion of a series of individual
monographs and for the summary and policy volume by the end Of
a threg-year period. Current support is for the first eighteen
months of this throe-year time span.
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The distinguished group who make up the Advisory 3oard to the study program
are identified in the letterhead of the newsletter. The several studies now in
process are the following:

Dr: Atigust C. Bolino, ECONOMICS OF TE2 LDI:AitY AND
INFCRIf.TION pncnzszcas

Mrs, Barbara Hocicey Kaplan, SOCIOLOGY OF ME INFCRtitT/ON
PROFE$SIONS

Dr, Robert Presthus, THE laBRAmmils ROLE IN A CHANGING
ORGANIZATIOU

Dr. Stanley 3. Segal, PMSONALITY MID ABIIITY PATTERNS
RE/ATED TO TIC= CEICIALTIES IN ME rirlatmcs ISOFESSIONS

Dr. S. Hart Walters, Jr., IMGE AND STATUS OF THE LIBRARY.AND

INFCRMATION PaOFEGSIONS

Dr. Rodney White, EDUCATION, CAREERS MD PROFESSIONALIZATION IN
LIBRARY AND unnealTION SCIENCE

Dr. Paul Wassermen and Dr. Mary Lee Bune,y, THE EVICUTIVE IN
LIBRARY AND nTFMIATION ACTIVITY: MI INQUIRY INTO THE
BACKGROUND, ATTITUDEC, AND BEHAVICE CF ADIANISTRATatS

As mork proceeds on the studies, reports will appear from time to time in
this newsletter and in other media in librarianship and related disciplines.

-

PAUL UASSERMAN
Study Director



PRCH ME /ANPOWER INFCRIATICE 01710E:

A continuing activity in the Manpower Information Office is the identification
and gathering of information on research relevant for the Manpower Project. Cf
prime importance for the individual researchers was information on research and
surveys directly related to the field of librarianship and information science.
From this information we have selected a number of research projects and surveys
to include in this newsletter. A number of references are to work-in-progress and
the investigator's name ane, location are given. Yor completed studies, the bib-
liographicai information is given for yaur convenience in securing the publication
directly from its source.

We invite the readers of the newsletter to inform the Manpower Information
Office of any research, surveys, studies or similar activities in the field of
library manpower upon which they are engaged. We are also interested in receiving
copies of any publications stemming from such efforts, including in-progress
materials, for use by the Maryland research group.

LIBRARY AITPOM RESEARCH AND SUMMIT, 1963 - 1967

This list of research studies and surveys relating to library manpower
represents those completed and in-process studies -uhich have been identified by
the Manpower Research Office during the last three months. The topics covered
include: Library Education, Characteristics of Librarians, Personnel Needs and
Supply and Demand.

A. Library Education

American Library Association, National Inventory of library Needs, Chicago:
American Library Association, 1965.

The gathering of the Inventory was an attempt to assess what ivneeded in dollars
to bring the library establishment of the nation up to the standards set by=
divisions in the areas of volumes, professional staff, and operating expenditures.
Includes a study of data for selected library education programs enrolling one
or more graduate students, Fall 1964, by region and state and earned degrees in
L.S. : 1953-1954 to 1963-1964.

Bracken, Marilyn C. and Charles W. Shilling, Education and Training_of Information
§pecialists in the Uelgt. (Series: BSCP Communique 24-66). Washington, D. C.:
Biological Sciences Communication Project, George Washington University, May 1966.

A survey arranged by institution with a brief description of the program, admission
procedure, degrees offered, courses, faculty, etc. Not evaluative.

Bracken, Marilyn C. and Charles 7. Shilling. Survey of Practical Training in
Information Science. (Series: BOCP Communique 25-67). Washington, D, C.:
Biological Sciences Communication Project, George 7-Yeshington University, April
1967.



Surveys programa of practical training in and outside universities. Includes all
types of on-the-job training such as internships in libraries and practical train-
ing in industrial and other non-university laboratories. Results show that univer-
sities found their students benefit frau practical experience. Most training
sponsored by industry is for regular employees of the company.

Hall, Anna C. so An Analysisof Certain Pr9fessional Library occumwinc_inikel.#2:
tion to Formal Educationalsatcm..ves. Study under Office of Education grant to
be completed in 1968. Hall is at the Caimegie Library of Pittsburgh.

Study will seek to identify actual tasks in libraries and relate them to coursec
offered iu library schools, uith aim of making most effective use of trained man-
power.

Martinson, johns VocationalaininforniiansASurveoTrf
IgnEiments to Date, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Institute for Advancement of
Medical Conaunication, Cetober, 1965.

A research effort conducted for U. S. Office of Education, Division of Technical
and Vocational Education. This survey of institutions offering library in-
struction at the clerical or technical level indioateu that programs are pro-
liferating, that public images of librarians are changing, that needs in a given
area plus willingness of community colleges to perceive them will be decisive in
further growth of programs. Notes need of further research.

Raushenbush, Esther, A Librit, Sarah Lawrence College, Center for Continuing
Education, 1965.

Study focuses on the need for training facT.lities for librarians on a graduate
level in Westchester County, New York. Survey emphasis on public libraries and
the public school libraries, uith 807 roturn from questionnaires.

Reed, Sarah R., Continuing Education for LibrariansConferences. Workshops%
and Short Courses 1966-67, Vashington, D. C.: U. S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, 1965.

This pamphlet was compiled to provide a register of opportunities for purposes
of evaluation, planning, and programming, and to supply library administrators,
personnel officers, arld staff members with an inventory of opportunities for
continuing education.

Rowland and Co., Inc., The Process of Professional Information Exehange among
Science Information Specialists. Study done for Uational Science Foundation
by Rowland and Company, Inc., 2. 0. Box 61, HadZonfield, New Jersey 08033.

Final Report submitted 1 june 1967.

Study defines process of preessional information enchange among science infor-
mation specialists and identifies requirements. Nationwide field survey of 127
science information specialists in 72 different centers. Data indicate that science
information specialists are educationally and functionally different from librarians,
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Wallace, Everett, System :Ievelopment Corporation. Research and Development of
atataklaking Courses for Librarv_Personnel.

Study to be done by SDC for Cffice of Education and Army Engineers, due in 1969.
Development of training courses for Department of Defense, ATLIS (Army Technical
Library Improvement Studies).

This is a 20mmonth project to design packaged courses for training library per-
sonnel. These will be field-tested in libraries selected by the U. S. Army and
Office of Education.

B. Characteristics of Librarians

Aceto, Vincent J., n_l_l.lorato Stud of the cc atio of &cher ibr an
21112. Grant from Office of Education to Western Reserve University to run 1
July 1967 - 31 May 1968. Aceto, (Fall 167), Associate Professor of School of
Library Science, State University of New York, Albany, 11. Y.

Study will describe and analyze the occupation of teacher of librarianship:
collect data on social origins, educational preparation, career choice, career
patterns, and social and professional activities of full-time faculty members of
accredited tAlloolsc

American Federation of Information Processing Societies (MPS), Llama/
1912Magnrceliting,lasojuld. The member societies of AFIPS, the Data
Processing Managestsnt Association (DPMA) and the Nnmerical Control Society (NCS)
have undertaken joint task of gathering personnel data characterizing the pro..
fessional make-up of their memberships.

Survey supported by Advance Research Projects Agency of the Office of the Secretary
of Defense.

Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus Laboratory. Cur.vizjialling.t....rtilittion
112apSOLIgingignthamslit...jujjeiTerSciencese survey funded by the National
Science Foundation. Final report dated 30 November 1966. (PB 174 439)

Report contains detailed personal information and experience, job functions and
attitudes toward science information in general. Scope limited to engineering
and the natural sciences. Questionnaire covered description of the field, job
functions, education, characteristics of personnel, shortages, and major edu-
cational needs tabulated and summarised. Among the findings it is estimated that
ikill shortages over the next few years rank scientists and engineers first,
information specialists and analysts second, and than librarians.

Carpenter, Ray L., atligaisjatiajbacutivai Ap Ikrolorttion_itOtil Role of
ALLtudaginguLtgam, Study to be completed Uovember 1967 on grant from Office
of &Intuition. Carpenter is Lecturer in Library Dance at the Univetsity of
North Carolina.
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This study attempts to apply in-depth human relations analysis to the role of
library executives, focussing on chief librarians for the larger communities in
North Carolina.

Clayton, Howard, .4.......?_.nInvestiatiortofPersonalitaractAmoa
Science Students at one Midwestern Untversitv. Ctudy on grant from Office of

Education due 30 September 1967. Clayton is Director of Library, N. Y. State

University College, Brockport, lieu York.

Study uses personality tests, correlated with biographical date, of peduate

students in library science, to investigate occupational choi4e.

Dougherty, Richard 114, ":he Ccope and Operating Bfficiency Of RafOnAtiO4 Canters

as Illustrated by Chemical-Biological Coordination Center et the NretionsW Research

Council". .22112sLatif.brar, vtl. 25, HO. to Jimmy 1$04, pp. 742.

Operation of information center analysed and categorioc Of kitto requited
identified.

Farley, nichard Alan, atlimerit,i,catjatt.aajaNja,atiglil
9.9.41Functons of-hismice;vhosussertationtuniversity of

Illinois (Urbana), 1967.

This is a descriptive study of 272 library executives based on a questionnaire

administered in 1961. Study deals with identificction of a scientific administra...

tor, analysis by type of executive and type of library involved, and the Library

Science Ph.D. as scientific administrator. Reasons for non-response to question-

naire are given as well as author's indications that personality tests and personal

interview might have proven useful.

M4Creedy, Sister Mary Lucille, C.D.P., Factors Affectin the Choice of School

Ll.kSlele.142...iliaalojaisloz Ph.D. Dissertation, Columbia University, 1964.

Identifies positive and negative factors which influence practicing and prospective

school librarians in choice of school library mork as a career. Surveyed total

of 2,154 persons, and school librarians of four states in depth.

Morrison, Perry Do, lorh: Personality of the Academic Librarian", allege and

laninb.LIVASIAA0 Vol. 24, Bo. 5, September 1963, pp. 365-368.

Presents a group profile of academic librarians based.on a personality inventory

(Ghiselli "Self..Descriptive Inventory") administered in 1958 to 676 academic

librarians in all parts of the U. S. The factors considered were sex, age, type

of larary school, variety of experience. Those studied were highly intelligant,

selt.assurad, but lacked initiative.
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Parr, Mary, and Filderman, Iltrilyn, "Some Characteristics of Successful Alumni",galleemattsgu, Vol. 27, No. 3* Kay 1556, pp. 225-226.

Study was made of selected characteristics of fifty-two successful and fifty
unsuccessful alumni of the Drexel Library School. The average successful mlumnus
had been younger and healthier while in library school, had been both graded end
evaluated higher by his instructor, had come from a more prestigious undergraduate
institution, had probably done more graduate work and held more library positions
before attending library school than the average unsuccessful alumnus. Nis under-
graduate major field appears to have had no particular relevance to his SUCCOSs.

Pollard, Frances Marguerite, Characteristics...1LasmallueChatliktidem.
Ph.D. Dissertation, Western Zeserve University, 1963.

Dr. Pollard, while at Eastern Illinois University Library in Charlciston, described
study in gglimem_Alatsarch Librariçj, Vol. 25, July 1964, pp. 281.484. Based
on survey conducted 1960-1961 among negro and white chief librarians in the South,
Professional standards had impact on minimizing differences and inequality anchored
in culture. Significant differences were found in a3e9 place of birth, emphasis
on extent of professional vs. academic training. Insignificant differences re-
lated to sex, and type of academic and professional education.

Schiller, Amite, CharacteriaPersoulisticsofP
Libraries. In-progress study on Office of Education grant due 21 December 1967.
Schiller at University of /11inois (Urbana), Library Research Center.

Study will survey characteristics of academic librarians including such data as
age, sex, degrees, and work history. Survey is national in scope with approxios
matety 600 institutions and 2,300 professional librarians expected to particip.ats.

Special Libraries Association, Illinois Chapter, Vembership and Recruitment
Committee, antliami Librarians in thellg.aulegola, 1965.

This survey tabulates replies from 256 members of the Illinois Chapter, or a return
of 78.5 percent, and shows that 55 members or 25.S percent were under 40 years of
age and that 190 members or 74.2 percent were over 40 years of age. Results
obtained focus on immediate and long-range problems in regard to recruitment of
special librarians.

U. S. Office of Education, Library Manvower; Oconsiong Charactlaglimlf
Utchington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing

Office, 1566. Prepared by Drennan, Henry T. and Ilichard L. Darling.

This study is based on material gathered in the ptCeMaL5tudv
and Technical_ Vancower. Data presented include: education, socio-economic back-
sround, salary data, tasks, etc. The findings ere separated into two chapters*
one for each category of librarian.
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American Association of School Librarians, A Pr000sAlmijiboLlasimrengna
frolect. Final draft of proposal developed by the Ae: as; Recruitment Committee of
the AASL on I. June 1967.

A grant of $1.2163,718 has been awarded to the American Library Association by
the Knapp Foundation for a manpower project to insure continued quality of library
service in American schools. The five-year project to be administered by the
American Association of School Librarians of the ALA. and the National Educatior
Association vill focus on full development and utilization of school-library
manpower.

American Library Association, national Inventory of Lthewittla, Chicago:
American Library Association, 1565. (previously cited)

Also includes a comparison of present staff with LTA standards, projects, numbers
needed to nest standards in public, school and academic libraries. This report
was prepared by the Library Cervices Branch of the U. C. Office of Education in
cooperation with ALA and the special consultant services of Emery N. Foster and
was compiled as a special report of Mr. Edwin Castagna, President of the AU,
1964-1965.

Amp, Barbara, Judith G. Gripton and Carol Strashems eCs. fattud
a rvices DiAtitotenirerLibra (Studies in Librariser,

ship, No. 4 Denver: University of Denver, 1965.

Report of a cost analysis study undertaken to provide a rational basis for
allocation of resources, both manpower and funds.

Amerbach Corporation, A:.....f.../.........p.iforlitudofilanowraemation
ismaltrignagl. Study for Office of Manpower, Automation and Training,
Department of Labor, Washington, D. C., submitted 10 January 1964 by Auerbach
Corporation, Philadelphia, 2e.

Pilot study to determine future manpower requirements for TISP to scientists
end engineers in Communications Equipment Industry. Case study technique in
eight companies to define functions and skill requirements, estimate present
nuibers of T1SP and forecast future needs through 1970.

Committee on Scientific and Technical Information, necommendations For Netional

AmmuilLIWOULAIAImma ip COARASALALIWIDAME, Appendix A. Vol. II, November
1965. (F8 168 267, AD 624 560)

Section 7, statistical reviet: 7.1, manpower data, includes a comparison of pro-
jected increases in scientific manpower with librarians. Statistical data is
presented regarding the nud5sr of federal information personnel in 1962, and per-
sonnel in academic and special libraries.
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Edwards* A. P. J., igationel Survey of Staff Employed on Scientific and Technical
Information Work", journal of Documentation, Vol. 22, September 1966, pp. 21044.

Gives an account of a "national survey of staff employed on scientific and tech-
nical information work, carried out in the United Kingdom in the summer of 1965
for the Office for Scientific and Technical Information. Its prime purpose MS
tO try to obtain some measure of the numbers of sudh staff and their educational
background (including information work), in order to estimate future demand, and
the educational requirements needed to ensure that information staff are adecuately
trained. Appendices set out the data obtained",

1rers7, Carlrle 49 "The Placement Picture - 1966", Library journal, 1 June 1967*
pp. 213144136.

Annual review of statistics on 35 of the 39 member schools of the American
Association of Library Schools, analysing placements anti salaries. The general
findings shoved 3,552 graduates pith average salary of $6,765. Tram has taken
over this review yhich was formerly done by Donald I. and Ruth 11. Strout.

link* Dennis* At Alt 112.1gt
! ...... ,.... I . a irements

fpr Operators and User( ofmAtuallINELAyillm. Department of the Army Grant
to IhmenlosourcesRescareh Office, The George Washington University, Alexandria,
Virginia. Report pdblished June 1966. (W 635 132)

Report cuts across vide range of future training requirements and personnel supply
indicating that future needs for rystem designers, administrators, and operators
of sTuro centers mry well be net by utilisation of present personnel with emphasis
on improved ons.the-jOb training. Crucial need found to be that of training; both
technical and operational personnel to use information centers and systems effec-
tively.

Medical Library Association. Committee on Surveys and Statistics. "Library
Statistics of Schools in the Health Scieuces: Part I," Bulletin of the Medical
Librar Association: Vol. 54* UO. 3 (July 1966), pp. 206-229. Part II contained
in April 1967 issue, pp. 170-190.

Extensive compilation of statistics covering library staffs, resources, expendi-
tures, clientele and services in schools of health science. Questionnaires pro-
vided by Office of Education were used in an attempt to provide standardized'
information on these libraries.

Professignal Librarians: An Inventorv of 4rsonnel and Personnel Needs in
Wisconsin in Colle e Universit School Public ak a ecial Libraries, Madison:
University of Wisconsin, Library chool, 1965.

A study made of the library system in Wisconsin vhich includes the need for public
librarians, pUblic school librarians* academic librarians, and special librarians
and also gives clientele, projected clientele, and staff vacancies. Recommenda-
tions for a program of library education in Wisconsin are included.
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Rogers, James F., Staffing., ericancollegs OR 53028, Washington,
D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 220 p.

This is the final report of a major survey of institgtions enrolling 97.1 percent
of all students in colleges and universities in 1963. Projections for replace-
ment and additions through October 1969 ilere sought. An important feature of this
research is the data on part-time staff. Estimates for libraries and library
school faculties are included in the fields covered. Note that projections for
new institutions are not included in this survey.

Schick, Frank L., "Professional Library Manpower", ATA Bulletin, Vol. 50, Ho. 4,
April 1964, pp. 315-317.

This study compares all earned degrees with degrees in Library Science, 1947-1940
to 1961-19620 and gives the established number of p=ofessional librarians by type
of library and the projected number of professional librarians by type of library.

Schiller, Anita R., "Survey of Salary Surveys", AL& Ilulletin Vol. 58, No. 4,
April 1964, pp. 279-286.

A survey of current salary surveys including general observations and suggesting
a need for more full and current coverage of salary information. It is useful
for its listing of sources of salary information.

Special Libraries Association. "A study of 1967 Annus/ Salaries of Members of
the Special Libraries Association", Special Libraries, Vol. 58, No. 4, April
1967, pp. 217-254.

This is the first of a conttnuing aeries to be conducted biennially to provide
systematic and accurate information concerning the salaries of special librarians
and to serve as a data bank for SLA.

Tompkins, MArjorie N., "aassification Evaluation of 2rofessiona1 Librarian
Positions in the Untversity of lachigan Library". allege and Research Libraries:
Vol, 27* Vo. 3, May 1966, pp. 175-184.

Reports on the position evaluation and classification study of professional
librarian positions at the University of Michigan Library. An evaluation chart
with numerical values for meaeurable activities, etc., as well as A method for
applying the chart to actual positions is descrned.

Uard, Patricia Layzell,limpasAli, London: The Library Association,
1966.

Tho project was set up to investigate the shortage of staff in librariec, the
possibility of a "reservoir" of qualified marrie vomen mishing to reenter
librarianship, and steps vhich could be taken to assist and encourage their
return. The study was limited to qualified women librarians who were residents
of the British Isles.
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PROFESSIONS AND PROFESSIONALISM: A BIBLIOGRAPHIC OVERVIEW

by
Gilda Nimerk

Introduction

The professions have long been an object of analysis by the behavioral
sciences. More recently, the professions thus studied have turned to this
literature and its creators for self-understanding and more effective ways
to fulfill their established aims. Research has not proceeded evenly or
logically, either on the professions studied or the topics explored. The

sociology of the health professions is the most flourishing example of the
new partnership.. With a few exceptions, there has been little meaningful

research into the human aspects of litnarianship. Yet every profession has
generic as well as unique characteristics, and many of the contributions made
by studies of other professions can be applicable to the world of librarian-

ship. It is the purpose of this bibliography to assemble a selection of such

studies. The works cited are intended to generate ci:eative thinkimg about
librarianship, either through direct analogy, casting familiar situations in
fresh perspective, or through basic insights into professional behavior and

problems. Diverse and sometimes opposing points of view are frequently

encountered.

The present bibliography deals with people who are professionals, those

who have undertaken specialized training. They are considered in their

occupational context. Except for a few landmat . works and specially pertinent

citations, the bibliography has been limited to items published in the past

ten years, and works which refer to the American scene. Interested readers

will find ample references to the literature which has preceded it in the

citations included. Most items are reports of research, but of equal value

are speculative discussions by persons sophisticated in ehe methods and

concepts of their discipline. Unpublished works and fugitive material are

not included.

The bibliography is selective on the basis of inferred relevance to

librarianship. There is no attempt to provide an overview of the extensive

behavioral literature of which these examples are a part.

Research Assistant, Manpower Reseatch Project, University of Maryland.



Professionalism

"Occupations and professions" is one of sociology's well-established

sub-disciplines. In addition to recent works, this section includes a few
of the frequently cited basic studies, and collections of readings which
range over the scope of the bibliography.

American Academy of Political and Social Science, Annals, 346 (March, 1963).
This issue is on 1Kedicine and Society," and pertinent articles include:
Freidson, Eliot, '14edical Care and the Public: Case Study of a Medical

Group"; Bloom, Samuel W., "The Process of Becoming a Physician"; Mauksch,
Hans O., "Becoming a Nurse; A Selective View"; and Cottrell, Leonard S. Jr.,

and Eleanor Bernert Sheldon, "Problems of Collaboration between Social
Scientists and the Practicing Professions."

Becker, Howard S., "Notes on the Concept of Commitment," American Journal of
Sociology, 66 (July, 1960), pp. 32-35.

A conceptual discussion of commitment which gives a theoretical base for the

common-sense idea that people follow lines of activity for reasons extraneous

to the activity itself.

Ben-David, Joseph, "Professions in the Class System of Present-Day Societies:

A Trend Report and Bibliography," Current Sociology, 12 (1963-64).

Contains: The Sociological Study of the Professions; Social Mobility and

the Professions; and the Growth of The Professions and fhe Class System.

Bucher, Rue, and Anselm Strauss, "Professions in Process," American Journal of

Sociolom, 66 (Jan., 1961), pp. 325-34.
Using Pathology, fhe authors present some initial steps in formulating a

process" model for studying professions. Reprinted in Scott and Volkert,

eds., Medical Care.

Bucher, Rue, "Pathology: A Study of Social Movements within a Profession,"

Social Problems, 10 (Summer, 1962), pp. 40-51.
Processes of change of two segments of a profession, in different stages of

development.

Chein, Isador, "Some Sources of Divisiveness among Psychologists,"

Psycholot, 21 (April, 1966), pp. 333-42.
Schism between cwo approaches in a profession--the practitioners

scientists. The clash is functional.

American

and the

Committee on Scientific and Professional Responsibility, "Social Influences

on the Standards of Psychologists," A_Lnet_icaist, 19 (March,
1964), pp. 167-73.

The norms which evolve within a profession and the means used to enforce

these norms may have undesirable consequences which need to be weighed

against the purposes for which they are intended.

Cottrell, Leonard S., Jr., and Eleanor Bernert Sheldon, "Problems of Collab-

oration Between Social Scientists and the Practicing Professions,"

Annals, American Academy of Political and Social Science, 346 (March,

1963), pp. 126-37.
Such problems as subcultural differences in values and goals are viewed in

sociological terms and activities effective in surmounting barriers to

efficient collaboration are suggested.



Denzin, Norman K., "Incomplete Professionalization: The Case of Pharmacy,"
Social Forces, 46 (March, 1968), pp. 375-81.

.

Using the Hughes approach to professions, pharmacy is seen to take on some
of the characteristics of professions, such as its recruitment policies,
symbolic social objects, and achievement of mandate.

Goode, William, "Community Within a Community: The Professions," American
Sociological 22 (April, 1957), pp. 194-200.

Explores the concept of a profession as a community, and its links to the
larger community of which it is a part and on which it is dependent.

, "Encroachment, Charlatanism, and ehe Emerging Profession; Psycho-
logy, Sociology, and Medicine," AjLesicteviesi, 25 (Dec.,
1960), pp. 902-14.

Factors in the process by which an occupation becomes a profession. The
gradual institutionalization of various role relationship between itself
and other parts of the society.

Harvard Educational Review (Fall, 1959). "A Special Issue: Theory and
Research in Sociology and Education".

Contains the following articles: Gross, Neal, "Some Contributions of
Sociology to the Field of Education"; Floud, Jean and A. H. Halsey, "Educa-
tion and Social Structure: Theories and Methods"; Parsons, Talcott, "The
School Class as a Social System: Some of its Functions in American Society";
Hughes, E. C., "Stress and Strain in Professional Education"; Coleman, James
S., "Academic Achievement and the Structure of Competition"; Lortie, Dan,
"Laymen to Lawmen", and Mason, Ward S., Robert J. Dressel, and Robert K.
Bain, "Sex Role and Career Orientations of Beginning Teachers."

Hughes, Everett C., Mtn and Their Work (Glencoe: Free Press, 1958).
A collection of papers which No not so much report the details of research
as discuss ideas which grew out of" a number of studies. Social psycho-
logical aspects of work are emphasized. This is a frequently cited work of
a seminal thinker in the sociology of professions.

, "What Other?" in Arnold Rose, ed., Human Behavior and Social
Processes CRoston; Houghton Mifflin Co., 1962).

Essay on the tendency of an aspiring profession to model itself on an estab-
lished one, often with dysfunctional results.

Lortie, Dan C., "Administrator, Advocate, or Therapist?" Harvard Educational
Review, 35 (Winter, 1965), pp. 3-17.

A logical discussion which seeks to isolate issues of professional function
while the profession is still fluid.

, "Anesthesia: From Nurses Work to Medical Specialty," in E. Gartly
Saco, ed., PatientsBuolimulad Illness (Glencoe: Free Press,

1958).
The process by which a new group of men moves into the social system of a
profession which is already a going concern.
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Lynn,-Kenneth S., ed. and the Editors of Daedalus, The Professions in America
(Boston: Houghton Hifflin, 1965). Based on Daedalus, 92 (Fall, 1963).

A series of essays in which 16 professions are interpreted by their members.
Among the general articles are: Barber, Bernard, "Some Problems in the
Sociology of Professions," and Hughes, Everett C. "Professions."

McCully, C. Harold, "The School Counselor: Strategy for Professionalization,"
Personnel and Guidance Journal, 40 (April, 1962), pp. 681-89.

Examines the key developmental tasks which this occupation must perform if
it is to be professionalized.

Merton, Robert K., "The Search for Professional Status," Anerican Journal of
Nursing, 60 (May, 1960), pp. 662-64.

Subtitled Sources, Costs, and Consequences," this essay delineates and
interrelates many aspects of professionalism.

Parsons, Talcott, "The Professions and Social Structure," in 122221.12_12cio-
logical Theory, rev. ed. (Glencoe: Free Press, 1954).

Talcott Parsons is probably the most prominent figure in the theoretical
knowledge base which encompasses professions, and the literature surveyed
for this bibliography contained frequent references to his works that were
too varied to cite individually.

Smith, Harvey L., "Contingencies of Professional Differentiation," The American
Journal of Socioloa, 63 (Jan., 1958), pp. 410-14.

Intra-professional differences as they relate to: the professional associa-
tion; resistances of environing professions; institutional inertia; the
professional and public image; and different skill clusters within a pro-
fession.

Taber, Merlin, and Iris Shapiro, "Social Work and its Knowledge Base: A Con-
tent Analysis of the Periodical Literature," Social Work, 10 (Oct.,
1965), pp. 100-06.

Longitudinal content analysis of professional journals to determine progress
in development of theory and verifiable knowledge.

Vollmer, Howard M., and Donald L. Mills, eds., Professionalization (Englewood
Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966).

An important collection of 57 readings which stress the dynamics of occupa-
tional change in a wide variety of occupations.

Wilensky, Harold, "The Professionalization of Everyone?" American Journal o
Socioloa, 70 (Sept., 1964), pp. 137-58.

Measured by established criteria, few occupations can be called professions.
Instead, many new structural forms are emerging. Comment on the article is
found in the January and July 1965 issues of the same journal.



Career Choice

What forces are cperative as the individual makes his career commit-
ment. Answers to the question may help recruit the people that are needed
by the profession.

Borow, Henry, ed., Man in a World of Work (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.,
1964).

A comprehensive and detailed overview on the relation of man to his work,
including worker satisfactions and vocational choice. Many research re-
sults are assembled, new questions are asked and there are extensive
bibliographies.

Burnstein, Eugene and others. "Prestige vs. Excellence as Determinants of
Role Attractiveness." Sociological 28 (1963),
pp. 212-19.

Study confirms the hypothesis that individuals high in achievement moti-
vation and values are more attracted by low-prestige, high-competence
occupations and individuals low in need achievement and value achievement
are more attracted by high-prestige, low-competence occupations.

Ginzberg, Eli, and others, Occu ational Choice: An A. 'roach to a General
....222aTt (New York: Columbia University Press, 1951).

A pioneer investigation into the process of occupational choices. The
systematic framework includes: sequential emergence of interests,
capacities and values in the formation of tentative choices; the nature
of the compromise mechanism at the point of crystallization of an occupa-
tional choice; sources of differences in the occupational choice processes
of people from families at different income levels.

Katz, Fred E. and Harvey W. Martin. "Career Choice Processes," Social
Forces, 41 (1963), pp. 149-54.

Takes issue with the Ginzberg view. Using nurses, hypothesizes chat there
is a type of career choice process that does not involve subjective career-
oriented decisions.

More, D. M. and

Outlines some
gree to which

Nath Kohn, Jr., "Some Motives for Entering Dentistry,"
American Journal of Sociology, 66 (July, 1960), pp. 48-53.

apparent features of the occupation and ascertains the de-
they attract people entering the occupation.

Quarantelli, Enrico, "The-Career Choice Patterns of Dental Students," Journal
of Health and Human Behavior, 2 (Summer, 1961), pp. 124-31.

Hypothesize§ that there are multilinear career choice patterns and the
characteristics of recruits following one path into a profession are dif-
ferent from those following other paths.

Sherlock, Basil, "The Strategy of Occupational Choice: Recruitment to
Dentistry," Social rorces, 44 (March, 1966), pp. 303-13.

Agrees with Ginzberg that career choice is a rational minimax compromise
between desirable rewards and the realities of access. Disagrees with
Katz. The argument is continued in Katz, Fred E., "A Comment on the Strategy
of Occupational Choice and Recruitment to Dentistry," Social Forces, 45,
(Sept., 1966), p.120, and Sherlock, Basil and Alan Cohen, "Adventitious vs.



Purposive Occupational Choice; A Reply to Katz," Social Forces, 45 (Dec.,
1966), P. 282.

Strauss, Samuel, "Career Choices of Scholars," Personnel and Guidance Journal,
44 (1965), pp. 153-59.

Results of study of professors implies that able youths should not be pressed
into making early career choices, and exposure to practical experiences is
desirable.

Warkov, Seymour and Joseph'Zelan, litexers in the Making (Chicago: Aldine
Press, 1966), p. 180.

Interpretation of longitudinal survey data from college through first-year
law school. Includes how and why people choose law, factors that account for
the distribution of law students and impact of exposure to a given kind of
law school.

Education For The Professions

Professional education not only has the formal responsibility of im-
parting the knowledge and skills basic to practice, but informally, through
student-faculty relationships and i!gldent culture influences professional
identification and attitudes. The training institution must respond both
to immediate demands of the profession and its long-term requirement needs
and potential. There is sometimes conflict in the relationship between a
profession's educators and its practitioners.

Abramovitz, A. B., Self-Understanding in Professional Education: A Pilot Pro-
ject in Schools of Nursing in Wisconsin. (Madison, Wisconsin: Division

of Child Behavior and Development, Section on Community Health Services,
Wisconsin State Board of Health).

Maintains that experience in the vital process of self-understanding and

conscious awareness should be an objective of the professional curriculum.

Becker, Howard S., and others, Boys in White (Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 1961).
An oft-cited study in which the medical school is seen as a social organiza-

tion, with a student culture. Within it is viewed the process of development

of the student moving through the organization. Among the articles connected

with this study and reprinted elsewhere are: Moward S. Becker and Blanche

Geer, "Student Culture in Medical School," Harvard Educational Review, 28

(Winter, 1958), pp. 70-80, and reprinted in Scott and Volkart, eds., Medical

Lug. Howard S. Becker and Blanche Geer, "The Fate of Idealism in Medical

School," Sociological 23 (Feb., 1958), pp. 50-56, and re-

printed in Vollmer, ed., Professionalization.

Bucher, Rue, "The Psychiatric Residency and Professional Socializaticn," Journal

of Health and Human Behavior, 6 (Winter, 1965), pp. 197-206.

Studied in terms of the place of the socializing institution in the wider pro-

fessional community, and the mechanisms of socialization.

Coe, Rodney Mf., "Self-Conception and Professional Training," Nursingiterj_t_:_trOi,

14 (Winter, 1965), pp. 49-52.
Study of student nurses demonstrates an increase in professional identification

and other-directedness.
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-Fry, Hilary G., Education and HapLpwer for Cornfty Health (Pittsburgh:
University of Pittsburgh Press, 68).

Examines the total field of public health, considers jobs to be done, and
what new directioms the professional schools must follow to fulfill new
needs. The research report on which this book is based is: The Educatios
of Public Health Personnel by Hilary C. Fry, William P. Shepard and Ray H.
Elling, report of the Joint Committee on the Study of Education for Publie
Health, jointly sponsored by the National Institut* of Mental Health and
the Institute of General Medical Services of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, Washington, D.C.

Gordon, Robert A. and James E. Howell, Higher Education for Business (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1959).

Survey of the objectives and educational methods of schools of business in
relation to the requirements of business and society. /ncreased emphasis on
the application of the behavioral science disciplines and mathematicel and
statistical methods.

Guba, Egon G., Philip W. Jackson, and Charles E. Bidwell, "Occupational Choice
and the Teaching Career," Educational Research Bulletin, 38 (Jan. 14,
1959), pp. 1-13.

Data suggests the existence of differing personality patterns at various
stages of the teaching experience. The need patterns of future teachers in
teacher-training institutions differ from those in multi-purpose institutions.

Horowitz, Milton J., Educating Tomorrow's Doctors (New York: Meredith Publish-
ing Company, 1964).

Longitudinal case studies of 20 students in medical school. How different
individuals respond to the medical school environment.

Hughes, Everett C., "Stress and Strain in Professional Education," Harvard
Educational Review, 29 (Fall, 1959), pp. 319-29.

Teacher-student relationships, and their connection with identification.

Kazmier, Leonard J., "The Psychologist as a Behavioral Scientist in the Busi-
ness School," American Psychologist, 17 (1962), pp. 253-54.

Importance of behavioral sciences in the business school.

Kendall, Patricia L. The Relationshi Between Medical Educators and Medical
Practitioners (Evanston, Illinois: Association of American Medical
Colleges, 1965).

Defines issues of strain and identifies areas of consent. Emphasizes range
of opinions rather than frequency. Both sides often agree on facts, but
disagree on their evaluation.

Lortie, Dan C., "Laymen to Lawmen: Law School, Career and Professional
Specialization," Harvard Educational Review, 29 (Fall, 1959), pp. 352-69.

An unusual situation, in which major socialization occurs after law school.
Access to law school is more evenly distributed than career opportunities.

McGlothlin, William J., The Professional Schools (New York: The Center for
Applied Research in Education, 1964).

Comparattve survey of the curricula for 16 professions. Professional pur-
poses, educational aims and especially problems of the future are considered.
The author has also written Patterns of Professional Education CNew York:
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 19601, which examines the structure and process by which
persons are prepared for careers."
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Merton, Robert K., George G. Reader and Patricia Kendall, eds., The tudent.
Ph sician: Introductory Studies in the Sociolo of Modica Mutation
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1

A classic study in which the focus is on the educative process in the medical
school (an exceptionally long one) and the ways in which its social structure
forms the behavior of its members and affects professional socialisation.

National Society for the Study of Education, 61st Yearbook, Education for the
Professions, Nelson Henry, ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1962).

Articles are divided into four sections: 1) Background and Current Status;
2) Case Studies in Professional Education; 3) The Moulding Forces (rhe Stu-
dent, Extra-Institutional Forces Affecting Professional Education, and The
University and Professional Education); 4) The Ideal Education for the Pro-
fessional Man.

Quarantelli, Enrico L., "Faculty and Student Perceptions in a Professional
School," Sociology and Sociological Research, 49 (Oct., 1964), pp. 32-45.

Data shows that anticipatory socialization exists, and freshmen exhibit more
global and gross patterns of values and beliefs than the faculty.

, "School-Learned Adjustments to Negative Self-Images in High Status
eminra

Occupational Roles, the Dental Student Example," Journal of Educational
Sociology, 35 (Dec., 1961), pp. 165-71.

Students learn a variety of social-psychological mechanisms to displace or
deny the negative.self-image of dentistry.

Russman, Leonard and R. V. Platou, "The Motivation and Socialization of Medical
Students", Journal of Health and Human Behavior, I (Fall, 1960),
pp. 174=82.

Students are typed into Scientist, Professional and Humanitarian, as a way to
understand their motivations and behavior.

Schein, Edgar H., "Attitude Change During Management Education," Administrative
Science gayterly, 11 (March, 1967), pp. 601-28.

Compares the attitudes of two groups of students, prior to school entry and
upon graduation, with attitudes of school faculty and a group of managers.
Does a professional school reflect practitioner attitudes, or, through re-
definition of the profession, play a role in its growth and development?

Taylor, M. Lee, "Professionalization: Its Functions and Dysfunctions for the
Life Insurance Occupation," Social Forces, 38 (Dec., 1959), pp. 110-14.

In this instance, professionalization is functional in that it increased the
occupation's status, but dysfunctional in that it overtrained agents and
sh:?.fted self-image away from functions that were still necessary.

Warkov, S., "Employment Expectations of Lay Students," Sociological Quarterly,
6 (Summer, 1965), pp. 222-32.

Both self-selection and selective organizational recruitment determine the
distribution of legal manpower supply. Shows how future lawyers adapt to
the particular organization of their profession.
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The Professional In The Cr anization

The practicing librarian is typically part of an organization, where he

interacts with others not only on an individual basis, but in their roles

vis-a-vis the organization. This section examines facets of organizational

behavior. The succeeding four sections illustrate individual processes in

an organizational setting.

Eerlew, David E. and Douglas T. Hall, "The Socialization of Managers: Effects

of Expectations," Science 11 (Sept., 1966),

pp. 207-23.
The importance of first-year job challenge for later performance and success.

Presents a model of organizational socialization.

Bowers, Raymond V., ed., Studies on Behavior in Oiganizations: A Research

Symposium (Athens, Georgia: University of Georgia Press, 1966).

A bringing together of available research data, useful for the analycis and

understanding of the behavior of people in organizations and organizational

settings.

Caplow, Theodore and Reece McGee, The Academic Marketplace (New York: Basic

Books 1958).

Discusses ;le organization structure and systems of authority of some of

the.nation's major universities.

Carlson, Richard 0., "Succession and Performance among School Superintendents,"

Science 6 (Sept., 1961), pp. 210-27.

Insidiiiuti-ifdio-ifilii-ofiesuccissor is the major variable in the study

of administrative succession.

Corwin, Ronald G., Ajociolo of Education Suer in Patterns of s

Status and Power in

..#

SW *for t pp eton- enturya

cro te,
A text which approaches the school system as a complex burosueratia OrlaWs

ization, citing and intergrating many research studies of the Op* pfe$0404

here. One section is on teachers es professional employees. tiolooto4 re*4=

ings for each chapter form an extensive bibliosrephy.

Dell, Edmune, "Can Scientists Winager, *
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making, under conditions of uftoefteillty.

Demerath, Nichoas 3., Ing011ii404ALMOJAMIta (New Yotki
Books, 107).

The universitr ;14 viewed AO A 0444404 Ofalli*AtiOn And Otos feosafgh Wadies
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Eaton, Joseph, "Symilolic And SubetentiVe tvil#004 wearoho
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The diffiu1ty o ailemineting OitaitietivA Oe1f=f040404 reseafeh WOW aN
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Freidson, Eliot and Rhea,. "Processes of Control in *Company of Equals,"
Social Problems, 11 (Fall, 1963), pp. 119-31.

Observes and describes the processes of control in a "company of equals,"
and indicates some of the analytical problems raised by the idea.

Gross, Neal, Ward S. Mason and Alexander W. HtEachern. Exploretions in
Role Anal sia: Studies of the School Su erintendenc Role (New York:
Wiley, 1958).

Explores the problems of consensus on role definition, conformity to ex-
pectations and role-conflict resolution. Unites role theory and empirical
research.

Gross, Neal, director, National Princi alshi Stud (Cambridge: Graduate
School of Education, Harvard University

Pour related monographs:

Dreeben, Robert, and Neal Gross, The Role Behavior of School Principals
(Aug., 1965). The determinants and effects of selected dimensions
(closeness of supervision, support of innovation, and client involve-
ment in school affairs) of the principals' administrative performance.

Dodd, Peter C., Role Conflicts of School Princi als (Oct., 1965). Personal
and social determinants and personal effects of role conflict.

Gross, Neal, and Robert E. Herriott, The Professional Leadershi of iemen-
ry School Princi ale (April, 1164)71riganizationa effects and de-

terminants of variation of professional leadership. Study also pub.
lished as: Gross and Herriott, Staff Leaderihip in Public Schools: A
ociolo ical Inquiry (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1965).

Gross, a 9 ad Anne E. Trask, Nen and Women as Elementary School Principals
(June, 1964). Their role performance and reactions to thefi work.

iftstrOM# Warren O., ralcientific communiq (New York: Basic Hooke, 1965).
infiMpftes Of Scientific colleagues on the conduct of one another's research.
*at swot iftfluaoces produce conformity to scientific norms and values?

1100ii Welt WM* solo of the Psychiatric Administrator," Administrative
6 (June, 1961), pp. 89-106.

vhasaranator-vays a role in three sub-systems (sources of support, his
#tiff# *Ati tlt mblen population) and his office must be used as an active
WilWeitia# link iimk42 these groups.

#00#04 liehafd Qi #.04 others. The Executive Role Constellation: An Analysis
.0! le Itlations in Nina ement. (Boston: Division of

_f uste 0 oo o Bus ness A ministration, Harvard University,

1#40#
4.14 Forkitiksi otm4y which works toward a theoretical framework encompassing:

iüat VefiktialitY *Ad role definition; small group (conceived of as role
aOlitaiiiii601 *04 organisational structure.

iiiefett Of; listen McGill Hughes and Irwin Deutscher, Twenty Thousand
a air tor A Re ort on the American Nurses( Associatim

Piaepia: Lippincott, 958).

ASAbie# 00mtss aura ng functions, in the context of social inter-
#110-04 *O4 th4 inotitutional staiggiNg:.



Kornhauser, William, Scientists in Industry: Conflict and Accommodation

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1962).
Analyzes relations between professional employees, professions to which they

belong and organizations for which they work. There is mutual adaptation of

professions and organizations.

HtLemore, S. Dale, "Eaie Change & Socialization in Nursing," Pacific Smio-

logical Review, 8 (Kay, 1965), pp. 21-27.
Nurse-managers are studied to determine what factors are correlated fiith

use of the human relations model of management as a professional norm.

MArcson, Simon, The Scientist in American /ndustry: Some Organizational De-

terminants in Harpower Utilization (Kew York: Harper 6:Brothers, 1960).

Published in cooperation with t e Industrial Relations Section, Depart-

ment of Economics, Princeton University.
First study in a series on scientists in different environments. The

analytical framework is so constructed as to make it applicable to other

organizations employing highly trained personnel.

Orth, Charles D., Joseph C. bailey on4 Irancis V. Wolek Administering Re-

search and Levalo nt: The eke n rs in

Oricanizations omew SI rw n pcmsey Press, 1964).

A course book of 16 cases in the menesepeot of scientific and technical

personnel in an-industrial nviroOMOnt, 000011 ire supplemented by sections

of research reports and conceptuit pipers.

Pearlin, Leonard I., "Altonstion ft* Works A Study of *ming Personnel,"

Autrican Sociolo (Jne, 1063), pp. 31446.

FocuarammEON organ satiOnel-fa0t0Y0 40 they beer on alienation) authority

structure, opportunity structure end Work groups.

Pelz, Donald C. and frank 1K. Andrews, is s in r nitations: Productive

Climates for Research andjallamta au or t Jo n Wi y ar, Sono,

Inc., 19665.
Examines the relationship between a cientist's performance and the orgaa-

ization of his laboratory. Atmospheres in:universities, industrial and

government laboratories are studied*

Scott, W. Richard and Umund Volkart, eds., Medical Care: Readings in the

Sociology Institution!. (Hew York: Wiley, 1966).

In addition a number of relevant studies here cited inde-

pendently, this volvme of readings on the organization of medical care is

particularly useful for its annotated bibliography.

Scott, W. Richard, "Reactions to Supervision

Organizeitionrhalnistrative Science
pp. 65-81.

Standards submitted thtough welfare agency

those transmitted by external professional

in a Heteronomous Professional
10 (June, 1965),

hierarchy are not as high as

sources.

Shepherd, Clovis R., "Orientation of Scientists and Engineers," Pacific Socio-

logical Review, 4 (Fall, 1961), pp. 79-83.

Three dimensions in whioh scientists and engineers are contrasted: goal

orientations, reference groups and supervision. Engineers are organization-

oriented, scientists profession-oriented.
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Smigel, Erwin O., The Wall Street Law er: Professional Or anization Man?

(New York: Free Press of Glencoe, 1964).

Impact upon the practitioner of the milieu in which he works. Studied in

the context of organizational theory and the sociology of professions.

Wade, L. I., "Professionals in Organizations; a Neoteric Model," liumaitaien-

ization, 26 (Spring, Summer, 1967), pp. 40-46.

In the belief that traditional bureaucratic forms are dysfunctional for an

innovative professional group, the author constructs a non-bureaucratic

model of organization involving 12 factors.

Wilensky, Harold, Intellectuals in Labor Unions: Organizational Pressures

on Professional Roles (Glencoe: Free Press, 1956).

The interaction of organization and person. Describes the activities of

various types of experts and identifies same of the variables affecting

their influence.

Role Conflict And Strain

Frequently studies focus on conflicting demands made on the prnfes-

sional in his organizational setting, and the individual adaptations which

are made.

Billingsley, A., "Bureaucratic and Professional Orientation Patterns in Social

Casework," Social Service Review, 38 (Dec., 1964), pp. 400-07-.

The social worker is involved in four sub-systems with different expecta-

tions, so he must make choices. Four patterns of adjustment are found.

Box, Steven, and Stephen Cosgrove, "Scientific Identity, Occupational Selec-

tion and Role Strain," British Journal of Sociology, 17 (garch, 1966),

pp. 20-28.
Typology of three types of values held by scientists--puhltc, private and

instrumental. An important variable is the degree of commitment to these

clusters of values.

Corwin, Ronald G., "The Professional Employee: Study of Conflict in Nursing

Roles;" American Journal of Sociolou, 66 (May, 1961), pp. 604-13.

Differences 1.4=rilimates between training schools and work experience

lead to yole conflict for graduates of !levee programs.

Goldberg, Louis C., Prank Baker and Albert H. Rubenstein, "Local-cosmopoli-

tan: Unidimensional or MUltidimensional?" American Journal of Socio-

lo_it, 70 (Ray, 1963), pp. 704-10.

ift &fiiiYils of this concept, should individuals in organizations be divided

Wei two groups, or ord41ed along a single dimencion.

kflOidi WiOtt A., "Structured Strain in a Marginal Profezsion:

CoUftielingi" Journal of Health and Human Behavior, 7 (Spring, 1963).

pp# SJ=62,
The pokpoid ie o deVelop A typology of structured strain. In this in-

044tei WOO ii structured into the profession by its mission, which is at

840 iiith the deeitell of the surroundimg society.
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Malone, Mary, Norman Berkowitz and Malcolm W. Klein, "The Paradox of Nursing,"
AziTournalirsinan, 61 (Sept., 1961), pp. 52-55.

When a position demands performance inconsistent with the concept of the
nursing role, the concept becomes a source of conflict rather than a help-
ful guide.

Menzies, Isabel E. Pr "A Case-Study in the Functioning of Social Systems as
a Defense Against Anxiety: A Report on a Study of the Nursing Setvice
of a General Hospital," Human Relations, 13 (May, 1960), pp. 95-121.

Chronic high level of stress and anxiety among nurses is not adequately
accounted for by their tasks. Speculates that it is due to a dysfunctional
social defense system.

Rushing, William ,A., gleguchatric Profession: Power Conflict and Ada ta-
tion in A Psychiatric Hospital Staff. (Chapel Hill, North Carolina:
University of North Carolina Press, 1964).

Relations between paramedical specialists and psychiatrists. How they cope
with such problems as too little prestige, poorly defined roles and dis-
agreements regarding their function.

Relationship To Clients

The relationship of professional to client is a potentially useful, but
relatively unexplored topic. The few btudies cited come fram fields where
direct interaction with the client i central to the profession.

Freidson, Eliot, "Specialties Without Roots: The Utilization of New Services,"
Human Organization, 18 (Fall, 1959), pp. 112-16.

Experiment in a prepaid preventive health program deals with reasons why one
new service is accepted by the clients and another rejected.

Quarantelli, Enrico, "The Dental Student Image of the Dentist-Patient Relation-
ship," American Journal of Public Health; 51 (Sept.. 1961), pp. 1312-19.

Dental students have more interaction with clientele than other professional
trainees. Patients are vieved in general categories, and four kinds of re-
lationships are visualized, with tactics for dealing with different cate-
gories of patients.

Rice, Virginia S., "Social Class as a Dimension in Casework Judgment," Smith
College Studies in Social Work, 34 (Oct., 1963), pp. 30-48.

Effects of client s class location on some of the judgments his social
worker may make. Urges greater utilization of social science knowledge.

Rosenfeld, Jona Michael, "Strangeness between Helper and Client: A Possiblo
Explanation of Non-uce of Available Professional Help." Social Service
Review, 38 (March, 1964), pp. 17-25.

Studierardifferences between users and non-users of social work services
are surveyed.
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Career Mobility

The sociological concept of mobility is usually pursued in connection
with inter-generational mobility. These two studies focus on mobility
within the organization.

Goldner, Fred H., and R. R. Ritti, "Professionalization as Career-Immobility,"
American Journal of Sociolom, 72 (garch, 1967), pp. 489-502.

The relationship between professionalism in large organizations and mobility.
Power is often an ignored variable. Data throws doubt on utility of usual
concepts of professionalism for manipulation of trained personnel in organ-
izations.

Seeman, Melvin, "Social Mobility and Administrative Behavior," American Socio-
losical Review, 23 (Dec., 1958), pp. 633-42.

Constructs a four-way typology using factors in mobility orientation. Typo-
logy can help predict administrator action.

Job Satisfaction

In the studies which follow, investigators seek to relate job satisfac-
tion to organizational rather than personal variables.

Geer, Blanche, "Occupational Commitment and the Teaching Profession," School
Review, 74 (Spring, 1966), pp. 31-47.

People commit themselves by accumulating valuables they do not wish to give
up. Occupations differ in the provision of these valuables, which nonethe-
less may be only peripherally related to the work itself.

Meltzer, Leo, and James Salter, "Organizational Structure and the Performance
and Job Satisfaction of Physiologists," American Sociological Review,
27 (June, 1962), pp. 351-62.

A &At of James Worthy's theory of organizational structure. Three kinds of
variables are specified: independent, such as size of organization, inter-
vening; such as job opportunities and facilities; and dependent--productivity
sAd job satisfaction.

Paola, E. G., and W. R. Larson, "Some Dimensions of Job Satisfaction Among
Hospital Personnel," g_idScIL.oloicalResearciSocioloyari, 49 (Jan.,
1965), pp. 201-13.

The variable of job satisfaction as it relates to various occupational
categories in the same general setting. Interest is on the explanation of
job satisfaction rather than its measurement.

Wag, S., and S. Hosamanick, "Status, Work Satisfaction and Variables of
Work Satisfaction of Psychiatric social workers,"malliLimine,
44 (1960), pp. 4S-54.

tatk of work satisfaction arises from discrepancy between the status aspir-
ations Of socisl workers and the status accorded them. Institutional rea-
sons for the discrepancy are suggested.
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Taves, Marvin J., and others, Role Conception and Vocational Success and
Satisfaction: A Study of Student and Professional NUrses (Columbus,
Ohio: Bureau of Business Research Monographs no. 112, Ohio State
University Press, 1963).

The impact that self-image of the profession and role consensus (at dif-
ferent levels of the hierarchy) have on occupational success and satia-
faction.

Professional Associations

The formation of an association is mandatory for a group aspiring to
professional status. The association can serve as a spokesman for its mem-
bership, and a mechanism for the self-regulation which is a professional
goal. The behavioral scientist looks beyond the formal display of-its
aims and procedures to explore the functions and problems that are less
readily apparent.

Geiser, Peter, and Edward C. McDonagh, "Decision-Making Within a Profesaional
Association," Social Work, 7 (July, 1962), pp. 33-40.

Implications of the social base of a professional association for differen-
tial participation in its decision-making process. Some factors are the
degree of concordance between member qualifications and those required by
the association, length of membership, and extent of affiliation with other
organizations.

Gilb, Lathrop, Hidden Hierarchies: The Professions and Government (New York:

Harper & Row, 1966).
The relationship of professional associations (perpetuators of the status
quo) to government, as an example of the interconnection of the parts of the
total American system. A historical and political context.

Merton, Robert K., "The Functions of the Professional Association," American
Journal of Nursinl, 58 (Jan., 1958), pp. 50-54.

Differentiates between actual functions and stated objectives. Functions are

uorted out by beneficiaries--individual practitioners, the professions, and

society.

_Strauss, George, "The AAUP as a Professional Occupational Association," Indus-

trial Relations, 5 (Oct., 1965), pp. 128-40.
A historical account which questions whether the body should function as a

professional organization or an economic pressure group. Different member-

ship policies logically follow from either choice.

, "Professional or Employee-oriented: Dilemma for Engineering

Unions," Industrial and Labor Relations Review, 17 (July, 1964),

pp. 519-3 .

Engineering unions have not been successful, because engineers are ambiva-

lent about what they want. They are torn among competing managerial, pro-

fessional, and amployee-related values.

See Also:
Strauss, Anselm, and Lee Rainwater, The Professional Scientist (Professional

Profiles).

.
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The Sex Variable In Professions

Librarianship is predominantly a women's profession. For this reason,
an exploration of fhe characteristics and problems of professional women is
relevant, as is the other side of the coin, the role of the minority sex in
a given profession.

Alpenfels, Ethel J., "Women in the Professional World," in Beverly B. Caialara,
American (Boston: Beacon Press, 1962).

The ratio of professional to working women is declining. Men are entering
positions formerly occupied by women. Discusses reasons and adjustments
that can be made.

Bernerd, Jessie, Academic Women (State University, Pa.: Pennsylvania University

Press, 1964).
A multi-faceted investigation by a sociologist, including the different career
patterns of men and women, and the special difficulties faced by career women.

David, Fred, and Virginia Oleson, "The Career Outlook of Professionally Educated
Women," Psychiatry, 28 (1965), pp. 334-45.

A longitudinal study of student nurses. Greater professionalization of
college-educated women does not increase the career commitment of women.

Ginzberg, Eli, and Alice M. Gohalem, Educated American Women:
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1966).

Typologies of women with graduate education, illustrated by

Self-Portraits

26 life histories.

Ginzberg, Eli, Life Styles of Educated Wbmen (New York: Columbia University

Press, 1966).
An examination and evaluation of the background, lives and attitudes toward

career and family life of 311 women who pursued graduate studies.

Kosa, J., and R. E. Coker, "Female Physician in Public Health: Conflict and

Reconciliation of the Sex and Professional Roles," Sociology and

22,21212sicg Research, 49 (April, 1965), pp. 294-305.
Assuming that members of one sex become predominant in an occupation because

it is hospitable to both sex and professional roles, the minority sex will

experience conflict between the roles, and has to find specific means to

cope with the conflict.

Martin, H. W., and F. E. Katz, "The Professional School as a Holder of Motiva-
tions," Journal of Health and Human Behavior, 2 (Summer, 1961),

pp. 106-12.
Educational efforts in evoking commitment are countered by societally pro-

duced motivations which resist the molding process.

Mason, Ward S., and others, "Sex Role and the Career Orientations of Beginning

Teachers," Harvard Educational Review, 29 (Fail, 1959), pp. 370-83.

The career planscirirrEied to factors intrinsic to their

work and their job twatisfaction. Career plans of women are more closely

tied to extrinsic factors. Administrators must seek different solutions for

men and women teachers.
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Mattfield, Jacquelyn A., and Carol G. Von Aten, eds., Women and the Scientific
Professions (Cambridge, Mass.: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Press, 1965).

Report of a symposium in which participants from various disciplines explored
such questions as the personal, social and economic factors involved in a
woman's professional commitment, and problems associated with the employment
of women.

-

Rossi, Alice, "Women in Science: Why so Few?" Science, 48 (May 28, 1965),
pp. 1196-1202.

Social and psychological influences restrict women's choice and pursuit of
careers in science. Societal changes are needed to increase the supply of
highly educated women.

Segal, Bernard E., qtale Nurses: A Case Study in Status Contradiction and
Prestige Loss," Social Forces, 41 (Oct., 1962), pp. 31.38.

Male nurses face recognizable tensions resulting from fhe status contra-
dictions in which they are involved: their numerical minority and being
subject to the assumption that nurses ought to display feminine charac-
teristics.

Zeigler, Harmon, The Political Life
N. J.: Pzentice-aall, Inc.,

The professional image has legged
cruitment of males, society still
leading to dissatisfaction on the

of American Teachers (Englewood Cliffs,
1967).
behiad reality. Despite the greater re-
responds as if it were a female profession,
part of the males.

. Professional Image And Status

The image and status popularly connoted by a given occupation has an
effect both on the kind of individuals it recruits and the satisfaction of
the individuals within it. The extensive literature in which occupations
are ranked by one or another group is represented only by the landmark
North-Hatt study in fhe measurement of occupational status. In addition
several pieces of research are cited which consider aspects of the status
concept.

Cates, J. N., "Images of the Health Professions," Sociological Quarterly, 6
(Autumn, 1965), pp. 391-97.

Tests whether closeness to the physician, the top-ranking profession in the
status hierarchy, impairs or enhances the image of related professions.

Kilpatrick, F _P 2 M. C. Cummings, and M. K. Jennings, The Image of the Federal
Service (Washington, D. C.: Brookings Institution, 1964).

Large scale survey explores public attitudes toward federal service; in the
light of present occupational values and work attitudes, how is the federal
government thought of as an employer. Proposals are offered 'for changes in
civil service organization, policies and procedures.

Merton, Robert K., "Status Orientation in
Nursing, 62 (Oct., 1962), pp. 70-73

General workings of status-needs in our
discussion of intra-professional status

Nursing," American Journal of

society are used as a background for
relations.



National Opinion Research Center, National Ozinion and Occupations: Final
(Denver:

National Opinion Research Center, March, 1947).
The basic North-Hatt study. Research results can also be found in: North,
Cecil C., and Paul K. Hatt, "Jobs and Occupations: A Popular Evaluation,"
in Wilson Logan and William L. Kolb, eds., Sociological Analysis (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1949), pp. 465, 470-71.
Other works discussing and employing the study are:
Gusfield, Joseph R., and Michael Schwartz, "The Meanings of Occupational

Prestige: Reconsideration of the NORC Scale," American Sociological
Review, 28 (kpril, 1963), pp. 265-71.

Reiss, Albert J., Jr., Occu ations and social Status (Glencoe: Free Press,
1961).

Valdes, D.M., and P. G. Dean, "North-Hatt Occupational Prestige Scale: A
Model Replication," American Journal of Economics, 24 (July, 1965),
pp. 357-60.

Professional Profiles

Members of a group are curious about themselves and the literature
.abounds with large-scale surveys of demographic and social attribute data
on the membership of different groups. Except for comparative purposes,
the student of librarianship can gain little insight into his own profes-
sion from acquaintance with such literature. This section lists a few
studies which focus on a group rather than a problem, but are more than
statistical arrays and consider problems ranged along the entire spectrum
of this bibliography.

American Behavioral Scientist, 6 (Dec., 1962).
Issue on "Science, Scientists and Society." Includes sections on Science and
Society, Government and Science, Scientists and Society, Scientific Accomp-
lishment and Social Organization and a bibliography.

Freeman, Howard E., Sol Levine, and Leo G. Reeder, eds., Handbook in Medical
Sociology (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice=Hall, 1963).

A number of physician and social scientist experts survey the information
and concepts in their specialties. Of particular interest are chapters in
the sections on "Practitioners, Patients and Medical Settings," and "The
Sociology of Medical Care." Bibliographies follow each chapter.

Hubbard, Harold G., and Edward C. McDonagh, "The Business Executive as a Career
Type," Sociology and Sociological Research, 47 (Jan., 1963), pp. 138-46.

Career goals and satisfaction, personal values, recruftment patterns and
mobility are examined within a framework provided by a theoretical model.
There are intra-occupational patterns within the type.

Janowitz, Morris, ed., The New Militar : Chan:in Patterns of Or anization
(New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1964).

Discussion and research on the changing nature of the military organization.
Papers fall into four broad categories: managerial format and succession;
professional socialization; social cohesion; tind career commitment and re-
tirement.
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Strauss, Anselm L., and Lee Rainwater, The Professional Scientist: A Study of
American Chemists (Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co., 1962).

Study of chemists1 aspirations, attitudes and problems, against a theoretical
backdrop which reassesses the criteria and ramifications of professions in a
changing industrialized society.

Warner, W. Lloyd, and others, The American Federal Executive: A Stud of the
Social and Personal Characteriatics of the Civilian and Military Leaders
of the United States Federal Government (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1963).

A depth study to draw broad generalizations about the representative character
of fhe American federal bureaucracy (e.g., social origins, education, private
and public worlds) and about the nature of occupational mobility and succes-
sion in American society as a whlle.

2


